
The Symbolic Dream 10-23-22@9:16pm, 10-24-22 @2:24am & 5:29am, 10-27-22@ 9:20am 

Jesus, I dreamed again the same dream for the fourth time. Lord your word says in 2 Corinthians 
13:1 that in the mouth of two or three witnesses shall every word be established. This is also 
referenced in Deuteronomy 17:6, John 8:17, Numbers 35:30, Matthew 18:16 and even Hebrews 
10:28. So lovely Jesus with Holy Spirit’s help according to 1 John 2:27 and John 14:26 I will 
now write this dream down with His help. 

This dream began with me seeing a large heaping bowl of fresh carrots with their green ends 
removed. They are clean and ready to eat raw or placed in meals. The bowl holding them is a 
sturdy stainless-steel bowl. It is a very huge heaping bowl of perfect looking carrots sitting on 
top of a flat surface. What surface it is I didn't see clearly because my eyes were focused fully on 
the carrots. 

As I am looking intently at the healthy, beautiful orange carrots I notice something is happening 
inside the bowl for there is movement. The carrots have begun to shrivel up from the inside of 
the bowl outward. I watched as the once beautiful carrot began shriveling up to less than half 
their size causing the bowl, once full of bright healthy carrots should now be less than half full of 
now withered shriveled up ones. These are nasty carrots. 

“What does it mean?” I hear myself ask in this dream. 

“Famine!” I hear the response come. 

Then the scene changed. 

NEXT SCENE: 

I am in what looks like an empty deserted old timey store with its wooden shelves and metal 
signs upon the walls. Also, there are wooden shelves in rows in the middle of the floor. I see 
several of them, but they're empty except for items that appear as non-essentials like hand razors, 
Shaving cream, lotions, face creams, hairbrushes, Bobby pins, curlers, hair gels and sprays. 

There are also in this store in some shelves items of clothing neatly folded with one or two hung 
on display. But there are no people here! No lights on inside! Yet I can see clearly. 

I walk up to the flat counter and see a very old 1900’s (I feel) decorative push button cash 
register. It is gold in its color and sits proudly upon the old wood of the counter. I walk closer to 
have a better look and I see in the top the value amount displayed is 0.00. There is no dollar 
value indicated, but zeros. 

I walked to the side of the cash register to get a better look at it. It has a handlebar that you turn 
to open on the right, but it already has its drawer extended out. It's already fully open. It's empty! 
I see no money inside of it. 

“What does it mean?” I asked. 

Again, I heard a voice answer. “Your money is useless. It has no value. Your economy collapses 
daughter.”  

Then the scene changed again. 

NEXT SCENE: 



I am looking out up at the sky trying to determine what is causing the roaring humming type 
noise I'm hearing. The sky is light blue with only a few small puffs of clouds scattered randomly 
across its wide expanse. 

Something is coming! I feel it! I sense it! I hear it coming closer! 

I begin seeing suddenly the sky filled with planes. Old timey World War Two bomber planes. 
They covered the entire sky. There are so many of them! They begin dropping bombs out of the 
underneath side of them, out of their bellies. 

I see one drop right after another. But I never see them hit the ground. It's as if everything is 
frozen suddenly. As the scene before me is frozen except for myself, I then begin seeing the sun 
rising and I know it's from the east because the sun always rises from the east and sets in the 
West direction. 

This sun is beautiful, bright, full of power but it's different than a normal sunrise. The actual rays 
themselves looked drawn like a picture and are attached to the center. It appears that the round 
center of the sun, its body, it's physically pulling the sun rays upward by its force, its presence 
then pushes them up. 

As it begins rising steadily until it's fully risen, I now see the other scene before me becomes 
unfrozen. The bombs begin striking the ground below erupting into massive explosions larger 
than what I would expect one of their bombs from their planes to make. 

“What does this mean?” Again, I asked. 

“War comes to America! But so do I come daughter! Before the first weapon from the sky hit 
your soil, I'm returning for my own in a moment when you think not.” 

“Can you repeat that?” I asked. 

“War comes to America! But so do I come daughter and it's before the first weapon strikes your 
soil from the sky, I am coming!!!” 

Then I awoke. 

Versus 

Revelation 6: 5- 8, Luke 21: 11, Matthew 24: 7, Psalms 107: 34, Amos 4: 6- 9, Ezekiel 14: 13, 
Genesis 41, Job 5: 20, Jeremiah 50: 41- 42, Jeremiah 6: 22- 30, 1 Timothy 6: 9- 10, 17, Hosea 
12: 10, 1 Thessalonians 4: 16- 18, 1 Corinthians 15: 52, Matthew 24: 42 

Bullet Points 

1. The good carrots started turning bad from the inside then worked its way outward. This 
can be symbolic of the famine that’s already started as not being a natural occurring one. 
It’s judgment from God, but there are people and things happening inside our countries 
that are contributing or causing the famine. All part of bringing the New World Order in I 
feel. 

2. The heaping bowl of good healthy carrots I feel is symbolic of the abundance we once 
had of food, but now it is almost gone. 

3. I felt at the time of this dream that the old timey store and old cash register represented an 
era in time, in which money, actual cash in hand was used to pay for your goods and not 



digital currency. The money was physically handled and seen and when you ran out there 
was no more money to spend. 

4. 4. The store with its almost empty shelves except for non-essential items is symbolic of 

the shortages we are already facing with more to come. 

5. 5. There are six sun rays which is the number of man . The sunrays are red symbolic of 

blood and symbolizes two things- a. Malachi 4:2, symbolic of the Rapture!! Praise God! 

The saints being Raptured and saved by the Blood! B. And it happens AFTER the famine 

and economic collapse. (Which we are in the start of now!). It is SOON! 

6. The 6 rays with blood red is ALSO symbolic of mankind left behind and the bloodshed 

that will happen. 

7. The sun’s body is literally pulling the rays (blood covered, bride made ready saints) from 

the ground then pulling them up, then pushing them with it up into the sky. This is 

symbolic of the rapture. 

8. The WW2 bombers after researching on the internet are Russian. 

9. None of the bombs exploded until the sun was fully risen. 

10. The explosion from each bomb was more massive than what would normally be dropped 

from these types of bomber planes. 

11. I had a sense in the dream that the planes were to identify who the bombs were coming 

from with more emphasis on what was being dropped from the sky...the bombs. 

 



 





 

 


